The problem of providing connectivity for a collection of applications is largely one of data integration: the communicating parties must agree on the syntax and semantics of the data being exchanged. The Multi Protocol (MP) is an ongoing effort whose goaf is to solve this problem in the context of exchanging mathematical data. In earlier papers [5, 16], it was shown that dictionaries of definitions for operators, functions, and symbolic constants can effectively solve the problem of semantic data integration. In this paper we extend that earlier work and address the problem of syntactic data integration. A set of solutions is proposed that is both general, supporting a wide ramge of data objects with typing information, and efficient, supporting fast transmission and parsing.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that providing connectivity between software tools, in general, and between Computer Algebra and other mathematical software systems, in particular, is an inevitable development. Among others, the need for software tool integration can be seen from several recent developments. First, the design of distributed Problem Solving Environments (PSES) that connect symbolic, numeric, text processing, and visualization packages. There has been increased research in this area lately, with workshops and white papers (see, for example, [13, 28] ), an NSF-funded project [26] , as well as explorations of the use of the World Wide Web for building wide-area, loosely-coupled systems [9, 30] . Second, with the maturity of tightly-coupled parallel machines and message passing systems such as PVM [14] and MPI [19] , there is renewed interest in the development and implementation of parallel algorithms for symbolic Permission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwiee, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. PASCO'97, Wailea, Maui, Hawaii; @1997 ACM 0-89791 - 50 computation (see, for example, [3, 4, 10, 22] ). Finally, there is an increasing need to extend the capabllitiee of a system through a communication {ink with one or more other systems (see, for example, [8, 12] ). The "communication" approach has several well-known advantages over the more traditional approach of linking in additional modules to prd uce a single executable image. Several groups are currently working on diKerent aspects of protocols for exchanging mathematical data MathLink [29] , ASAP [11] , Multi Protocol (MP) [15, 16] , PoSSOXDR [1], OpenMath [2] , and MathBus [31] . The centraf problem facing these efforts is that of data integration: Mathematical objects have a semantics and a syntax which must be shared between communicating partners, Semantic data integration requires a shared understanding of the meaning of mathematical data. Until recently, math protocols provided no support for shared semantics beyond the meaning of the primitive data types and simply assumed that the communicating partners "knew" each other. An important task of the Computer Algebra community is to close this semantic gap. Several initiatives addressing this problem are underway (MP, OpenMath, MathBus) and we hope that more experience and a careful evaluation of the proposals will lead to a unifying solution.
Syntactic data integration requires a shared understanding of the encoding and structure of the objects exchanged. At &et glance, achieving syntactic data integration might seem easier and, therefore, somewhat less worthy of diecuesion than semantics. However, our experience [5, 16] ia that this problem becomes increasingly non-trivial if one requires the protocol to be general as well as efficient.
Briefly, generality refers to the applicability of the protocol to mathematical software systems and efficiency refers to both the size of the data communicated and the etliciency with which it is marshaled on the sending side and unmarshalled on the receiving side. This paper concentrate on the syntactic aspects of data integration, while recognizing that the syntactic and semantic sides of data integration are not mutually exclusive. We outline the major issues that must be addressed if syntactic data integration is to be achieved in a general and efficient manner and propose solutions which have proved to work in practice.
Syntactic data integration
There is a sizeable body of literature within computer science (particularly in the areas of distributed computing, programming languages, and databases) deahng with issues in communicating data in a heterogeneous environment, in general, and with syntactic data integration issues, in particular. Early efforts concentrated on communicating abstract data types [21] , but were Ianguagespecific (CLU [24] , Emerald [7] ). Later efforts strove for languageindependence (MLP [20] , Q [25] , see also the reports generated by the Module Interconnection Formalism Working Group [27] ) and emphasized generahty and complete independence horn how an abstract data object might actually be represented [23] . For the most part, these efforts concentrated on generality and paid little or no attention to efficiency (indeed, some were very interesting theoretically, but equally impractical). Our results are partly based on these works, emphasizing practical solutions and a "reasonable" balance between generality and efficiency of syntactic data integration in the context of communicating mathematical data. We distinguish two levels of syntactic data integration. At the lowest level is the set of basic (atomic) types supported (such as numbers, strings, identifiers, symbolic constants, etc. ) and their encoding. At a higher level are the rules which govern the composition of basic types to produce structured objects.
Syntactic generality implies that the basic types are encoded using a common, well-defined format applicable to a majority of mathematical software systems, and that the rules governing the composition of structured data are relatively simple and result in dynamically typed data, i.e., the representation of an object includes sufficient type information to unambiguously parse and decode it without any additional information. Examples of syntactically general math protocols include MathLink and ASAP.
Syntactic eficiency implies that syntactic tr-forma tions (intermediate transformations between dithent represent ations of the same object, e.g., conversions between dfierent encodings -aacii, hex, binary -for numeric data, transformations between different formats for arbitrary precision numbers, or transformations between sparse and dense matrices or polynomial representations) and the amount of "overhead" data (type information) are minimal. Consequently, if the encodings of basic and structured objects are close to the internal representation of the target system(s), and if the rules governing the composition of structured data are object specific and statically defined (e.g., in a document and hard-coded into the interface code), then efficient syntactic data integration is easily accomplished. Examples of syntactically efficient math protocols include PoSSOXDR and the protocol used for communication between Macaulay2's front end and its compute engine [17] .
The discussion above suggests a tension between generality and etliciency. Among others, generality implies that explicit type and syntactic information be provided with the object, while efficiency implies that the responsibilityy for supplying this information be shifted fkom the object to the interface code that will parse it. More simply, traditionally, the more explicit the type information, the more general, but leas efficient, the data integration, and vice versa.
Is it important to have a protocol that provides general and efficient syntactic data integration? Yes! Most mathematical software systems require communication facilities that are general for some applications and efficient for others. Consider the Computer Algebra system SINGULAR[18], for example. lf SINGULARis to be widely used as a component in a PSE to provide specialized and state-of-the-art standard bases computations, then we clew eral protocol since being able to easily estal nectivity is of utmost importance. On the otĩ s dso the desire to use SINGuLAR-baaed p I tributed computations to expedite the exec complex algorithms. So, there is a real n protocol, since for parallel computations, d~tributed-parallel computations, the pro affects overall computation time as well that can be supported. Without a single both general and efficient, SINGULAR,as we systems, would have to maintain separate in eral and efficient communication, which is sirable duplication of development effort.
The next question follows naturally: Is it both? As we will show, the answer is yes! behind our solution is to provide mechanis ment the design philosophy of "making th fast"; that is, support efficient data integrati cme" data. On the lower level of basic ob, we realize this through negotiationa of the ba ings and on the higher level of structure em a flexible and expressive data description m[ supports very compact and natural descript dard set of common data structures.
The next section introduces MP and disc lem of general and efficient data integration text of MP. Sections 3 and 4 give details o for low-level basic object encodings and high encod@s, respectively. Section 5 introduca efficient MP parser which is based on the n scribed in sections 3 and 4 and whose goal is 1 development of MP interfaces for software sy the last section summarizes our work.
The Multi Protocol
The purpose of the Multi Protocol is to supp efficient communication of mathematical dat tific computing systems. MP defines a set of 1 mechanisms for constructing structured data (fixed and arbitrary precision floats and intel mitted in a binary format (2's complement, 11 Composite data (such as general expresaioni need a gen-1 basic conhand, there lel and disn of (time) an efficient particularly 's efficiency e grain size tion that is most other xes for genIy an unde-;ible to have e main idea rhich implm rnon case of "common i encodings, data encod-:ngs, we use dam which s of a stanes the probhin the conur solutions 'el structure general and lmniams deacilitate the ma. Finally, general and mong scienic types and umeric data )) me trana-} float, etc.). Iolynomiale, matrices, etc.) is represented as a linearized, annotated syntax tree (MP tree) which is transmitted as a sequence of node and annotation packets, where each node packet transmits a node from the syntax tree. A node packet consists of at least a node packet header which has fields giving the type of the data carried in the packet, the number of arguments (for operators) that follow, a dictionary tag, and the number of annotations attached to the node. A node packet header requires four bytes. For 'general" types, the datum is carried in a separate field following the header. For "common" types (small integers, booleana, single byte identifiera, and operators and constants with integer encodings defhed in a dictionary), the datum is carried w-thin the header. A datum sent without an accompanying header (that is, without any type information) is referred to as a data limb. To dmtinguish node packets from data limbs, we preface the former with MP. and the latter with IMP. For example, we use MP43int32 to identify an Sint32 node packet cunaiating of a four byte header and a four byte data limb carrying the value of a 32-bit signed integer, and we use IMPSit32 to denote a "raw" Sint32 data limb consisting of just a 32-bit signed integer. Annotations carry additional information which is either supplementary and can be safely ignored by the receiver, or may contain information essential to the proper decoding of the data. Each annotation is tagged in such a way that the receiver always knows whether it can safely ignore the annotation's content or not. An annotation can be valuated, in which case its value is an MP tree which immediately follows the annotation packet.
In a layer above the data exchange portion of the protocol, MP supports collections of definitions for annotations and mathematical symbols (operators and symbolic constants) in dic~ionmies.
Dictionaries address the problem of semantic data integration by defining standardized representation(s) and semantics for mathematical objects so that an object's meaning is preserved in any exchange.
A dictionary is identified within a node packet through the dictionary tag field. Applications that communicate according to definitions provided in dictionaries do not need to have diiect knowledge of each other.
Applications send ("Put" interface) and receive ("Get" interface) data aa messages, each containing an MP tree which is (typically) created by calling routines horn the MP Application Programming Interfaxe (API). An application communicates with other applications through an MP link, which is simply an abstraction of an underlying data transport mechanism that is bound to the link at the time of its creation.
If MP's major goal were generality, then this goal would best be adeved by detining a single standard representation for each basic and structured object and by requiring that each datum be communicated as a node packet (i.e., each datum is communicated together with type and other information). Consequently, a 100x1OO integer matrix A whkh On the other hand, if MP's major goal were efficiency, then this goal would best be achieved by having a large variety of statically defined representations for basic aud structured objects. Consequently the matrix A would be communicated as an "array of integer data limbs" aa shown in Figure 2 . This approach only requires 48 bytes to encode A. But now a correct decoding of A presupposes explicit (static) knowledge that the operator SpIntHat is followed by integer data limbs specifying the dimensions and nonzero entries of A -certainly not a very general format to communicate A. Although somewhat simplistic, these examples illustrate important aspects of the tension of generality and efficiency within the context of MP. In the next two sections we present our solutions to this problem: negotiations of basic data formats and mechanisms to dynamically describe the type and structure of homogeneous data using a prototype annotation. The main ideas behind these solutions can be found in earlier papers about MP [5, 15, 16] . Realizing that this problem is far more generally applicable and complex than described in [5] led to the research and results presented in this paper.
MP low level data integration -Negotiations
On its lowest level, MP communicates most data ru unsigned 32 bit integers in a 2'complement binary representation. However, already on this lowest level one has to make an encoding choice: Should integers be communicated in Big Endian byte order (also called network byte order) or in Little Endian byte order? Fixing the "endiannesa" (say, to network byte order as XDR does) supports generality, but introduces unnecessary computational overhead if the two communicating parties are Little Endian. Similar problems occur for the communication of fixed precision floating point numbers (possible encoding: IEEE, Cray, VAX, etc.), and arbitrary precision integers (GMP, PARI, SacLIB, BigNum) and floats (GMP, PARI Baileys,): again, restricting the communication to a single "standard" format supports simplicity, but significantly and unnecessarily decreases efficiency if both sides use the same "nonstandard" format.
The solution we propose is baaed on a restricted form of format negotiation. The main idea ia the foIlowing: At link creation time, an MP application writes a preference record to the link, which, for each of the critical basic data types, specifies a list of encodings which the particular application can handle, together with an associated numerical score reflecting the parsing efficiency. The native encoding is typically assigned the highest score. After writing its own preferences record, a record of the same type is read from the link containing the peer's preferences. Based on these two records, an optimal encoding of each of the basic data types is independently and uniquely determined based on a simple score comparison scheme.
We require that each preference list contain at least the MP-defined default format (IEEE for floating point numbers, GMP for arbitrary precision numbers) which guarantees that it is always possible to tind at least one "common" encoding for the communicantion. Furthermore, if such an exchange of records is impossible for a particular type of MP link (e.g., for a writeonly link to a tile), then the default encoding is used. The preference scores are determined at compile-time and the format negotiation happens transparently at the time an MP link is opened with HP.OpenLinko.
MP high level data integrations -Prototypes
In MP, a datum is usuaUy communicated as a node packet and composite data as a synt= tree. WMle th~approach works well for objects having a heterogeneous and tree-like syntactic structure, it is unnecessarily inefficient for objects which have a more homogeneous format (such as vectors, matrices, polynomials, etc. ). For such objects, we would like to get away from an expression tree representation and support repreaentations which more naturally (and efficiently) reflect the object's internal representation and which avoid the overhead incurred by having to communicate a node packet header for each datum. In addition to the obvious advantage that there would be less data to transmit and to buffer inaide an application's interface, parsing is simpler and more efficient, for now blocks of homogeneous data (without headers) can be moved between the interface and the application's internal data structure using efficient memory move operations. However, communicating headerless data requirea estabIiihing mechanisms which ensure that the data can still be correctly parsed. Within the context of MP we considered the following approaches:
1.

2.
In addition to staticaUy defining the semantics of a structuring operator in a dictionary, we give the static definition of the operator's syntax. Figure 2 gives an example. Recall that it assumes that we explicitly defined in the Matrix dictionary that the SpInt14at operator is foUowed by 3*#Arg+2 (headerless) integer data limbs, where the first two integer limbs encode the dimensions and the remaining integer limbs are triples encodhg the non-zero entries of the matrix in a (row, column, value) format.
The MP "type description" dictionary (lfP.ProtoDict) specifies co-titructs (tiperators, annotations, etc.) and rules to dynamically describe the structure of homoge neous data. MP and user-defined dictionaries are free to specify the 'expected" syntax of operators identifying structured objects using these mechanisms. The corresponding protot~s (type descriptions), however, are always sent with the object at transmission time, so interfaces that have built-in knowledge of the dictionary may use specialized and efficient routines to parse the objects, and interfaces that do not know the dictionary may stiU (at least) parse the object. It is in thw sense that prototyped objects are "self-describing".
Approach (1) has the advantage of being most efficient (the amount of type information sent is minimtd), but has the dieadvantage that the task of parsing requires built-in knowledge of the detiltions in the referenced dictionary. Clearly, th~approach is inappropriate for a general protocol. Consequently, we decided to pursue (2). As we will show, a careful design of the grammar for the self-describing encoding of headerless data results in mechanisms which communicate data almost as compactly as in (1) and has the additional advantage that the communicated data can always be syntactically manipulated (e.g., stored, displayed, duplicated, etc.). In other worda, the realization of approach (2) is our solution to the efficiency versus generaUty problem in the context of high-level syntactic data integration. The following subsections outline the main ideas and principles of our approach. See [6] for more detailed and rigid specifications.
4.1
The prototype annotation
The main construct we use to spec~the type and structure of homogeneous data is an WApProtoprototgpa annotation which is detined in the HP.ProtoDict dictionary and may only meaningfully be attached to an operator. The prototype annotation is valuated and has as its value an MP tree (caUed a Prototype Tkee) which specifies the syntax (and possibly some semantics) of all of the operator's arguments. The arguments described by a Prototype~ee ia caUed Protot~ed Data The (see figure 4 for an illustration). More formaUy, we define the syntax of a prototype annotation as <Prototype AP> ::= AP:Proto::Prototype <MP TypeSpec> <MP TypeSpec> ::= <Basic TypeSpa> I <Operator TypeSpec> I <User-defined TypeSpec> where AP:dict::dtype denotea an Annotation Packet whose type dt~pe is defined in dictionary diet. Furthermore, we make a distinction between prototype specification time, the time at which we create (send) the Prototype Tree, and data communication time, the time at which the actual data (the Prototyped Data Tree) is sent.
4.2
Basic TypeSpec A bssic type specification specifies that the type of data to be communicated is one of the MP basic typea. The basic MP types are the non-operator types: those that cannot have arguments and can only appear as the leaves of a syntax tree. The prototype specification of an MP basic type is done using a CommonMetaType (Cmt) node packet whose d= turn is an (integer) constant (defied in the ltP-ProtoDict) specif@g the type of some data that will appear later in the Prototyped Data 'fkee.
The following simple example makes this more concrete and helps motivate the ducussion. We encode an array of 1000 IMPRea132 numbers as shown in Figure 3 . indicate that each element of the array is a data limb of the type IMPRea132 (recall that we use the prefix "IMP" to distinguish a data limb tlom a complete node packet). The data limbs follow from line 4 on (in the Prototype Data 'Ihe).
Communicating an array of 1,000 32-bit floats in i@ moat general form requires communicating 4,000 bytes for the floating point values and 4,000 bytes for the node packet headers. Using the prototype mechanism to specify the element type of the array reduces the total size of the array's encoding from 8,008 bytes (4,008 bytes total overhead) to 4,016 bytes (16 bytes of overhead). Additionally, if the sending/receiving application stores an array as a contiguous block of bytes, the data can be moved between application and MP memory spaces very efficiently. Finally, an important point to make about prototypes is that the size of the prototype is largely independent of the size of the data. In the example above, the overhead for the prototype stays at 16 bytes even if, for example, the size of the data type doubles (4 to 8 bytes for an IMPRea164) or the length of the array increiws.
4.3
Operator TypeSpec
The most simple of prototypes consist of a single Basic TypeSpec, m in the example above. For more complex data structures such as matrices, arrays of structures, and recursive data structures, (meta) operators must appear within the Prototype Tree to provide additional structure. These more complex objects can be constructed from two basic structuring operators (structures and unions) and from meta operator type specifications. More formally, we define: We use the following notation: type: diet: :value:nargs, in which .@e specifies an MP node packet type ( "Cmt" for CommonMetaType, "Cop" for CommonOperator, "Cmop" for CommonMetaOperator, etc.), diet is the name of the dictionary where value is defined, nargs gives the number of arguments for operators, and Ang really means any allowable value for this field.
The allowable structuring operators are 14P. CopProtoStruct, HP-CopProtoRecStruct, liP_CopProtoUnion, and MP-CopProtoRecUnion. These are defined in the prototype dictionary (MPJ%otoDict).
A valid Prototype Tree may only consist of these four common operators, (common) meta operators, (common) meta typea, and annotation packets.
4.3.1
Prototype Operator TypeSpecs
Prototype Operator TypeSpecs are used to provide means for efficient encodings of structures and unions of objects.
Struct TypeSpec <Struct TypeSpec> ::= Cop: Proto::Struct:n <MP TypeSpec>Ĩ Cop:Proto::RecStruct:n <MP TYPsSpec>m A collection of n objects to be treated as logically related is described using a Cop: Proto: :Struct m or Cop: Proto: :RecStruct :n operator node packet. A Cop: Proto::RecStruct:n operator indicates that the structure is the target of a recursive type specification (see below). The number-of-arguments-field specifies both the number of actual arguments the operator has in the Prototype Tkee and the number of corresponding data iterns which appear in the Protot yped Data 'llee. The arguments to the Struct operator specify the types of the arguments individually using MP TypeSpecs. Figure 4 shows how a sparse matrix can be represented (see also figures 1 and 2 for comparison). Again, the only difference between these operators is that a Cop: Proto::RecUnion:n operator designates a union as the target of a recursive type specification. Unlike for the two Struct operators, the number-of-arguments-field of the two Union operators specifies only the number of actual arguments the operator has in the Prototype The.
Union TypeSpec
At data communication time, a union discriminator is first transmitted as an IMPlIint32.
The permtilble range for the union discrimination index is O -n. An index of O specifies that no data follows the index (this is conceptually similar to a NULL pointer). An index i between 1 and n specifies that exactly one Prototype Data Tree follows whose type is that of the i:k argument of the Union operator node packet. An example is given at the end of the section (see figure 7),
Meta Operator TypeSpec
For objects such as structures and unions, the sender knows at prototype specification time how many arguments the structuring operator has. For these objects, the type of each field is given quite easily within the prototype by specifying them through the opemtor's arguments.
However, this approach does not work for objects which are a repetition of a single type specification (an array, for example), or for which the actual number of arguments is not known at prototype specification time or for which the number of arguments may be dfierent for individual instances of the object within the tree (a pointer or ragged array, for example).
These cases are handled using a variant of the CommonMetaType and CommonOperator node packets: HP-lletaOperator (Mop) and HP-coamonMetaOperator (Cmop). Meta operator node packets may only meaningfully appear in a Prototype T& where they serve as a "place holder" for an operator which otheti would appear at data communication time. Meta operators have two defining characteristics which distinguish them from operator and meta type packets. First, unlike a meta type packet, a meta opemtor packet does not specify a leaf in the corresponding Prototyped Data Tkee. Instead, a meta operator specifies an inner node (operator) 
F@re 4: A sparse matrix time. Second. unlike an owrator rocket, a meta o~erator Prototype Arrays packet has no actual argu-ments.~nstea& the n~ber-ofargumenta-field encodes information about the number of arguments which are communicated at the corresponding place in the Prototyped Data Tree. There are two cases to consider:
1. A meta operator node packet with a non-zero numberof-arguments-field specifies the number of corresponding arguments in the Prototyped Data Tree.
2. A meta operator node packet with O in the numberof-argument s-field specifies that the number of corresponding arguments is delayed from prototype communication time to data communication time. The actual number of arguments is transmitted at data communication time as an IMP.Uint32 data limb before the arguments are transmitted (i.e., at the place where the operator would have appeared at data communication time).
Furthermore, annotations given to a meta operator at prototype specification time fulfill the role of the annotations which otherwise would have been given to the actual operator at data communication time. This applies in particular to the prototype artnotation: If a meta operator appearing in a prototype tree has an attached prototype annotation, then the corresponding arguments appearing at data communication time are of the type specified by the Prototype l'kee following the prototype annotation. For an example, see figure 8 and the accompanying discussion in section 4.3.3.
The concept of type specifications based on meta operators is very powerful and flexible. It can be used, among other thinga, to specify the structure and content of data objects which contain pointers and arrays, which we illustrate below. First, let us consider the communication of objects containing fixed-length arrays, i.e., arrays for which the number of elements can be given at prototype specification time. For this c~e, the respective Prototype Tree must contain a common meta operator whose number-of-arguments-field is non-zero and equals the number of elements in the array; specifying in this way the number of arguments that will be sent at data communication time. l%thermore, a prototype annotation specifykg the array element type must be attached to the meta operator. For convenience, MP provides the operator value HP.CopProtoArray which is defined in the HP-ProtoDict dictionary. Note, however, that there are no restrictions placed on the value aud dictionary tag of the meta operator (e.g., it could be a polynomial operator when communicating a matrix of polynomials).
As an example of the use of the meta operator and arrays, consider a matrix of reals given as an array of arrays (see figure 5 ):
Secondly, let us consider the communication of objects containing arrays of different lengtha, i.e., arrays for which the number of elements cart not be given at prototype specification time. For this case, the respective Prototype Tree must consist of a meta operator with zem in its numberof-argumenta-field, indicating that the specification of the actual number of arguments is shifted from prototype specification time to data communication time where it is given as an IMPXJint32 data limb.
As an example, consider the communication of the ragged arrays ((-1, -2, -3) , (-4, -5 )) in Figure 6 . The head of the Prototype The, line 1, is a common meta operator with O in the #Args field, so the first thing a receiver would look for in the Prototype Data Tkee is an IMP-Uint32 giving the length of the first subarray. Consequently, a receiver would read in the '3" on line 4 and then read in three IMP_Sint32s, as specified by the nested prototype on line 3. After having read in the first subarray, the receiver would look for the second IMP.Uint32 giving the length of the second subarray, and so on.
Pointers and recursive data structures
It is important to be able to realize the concept of "pointers" by type specification.
This enables, among other things, the communication of recursive data structures. There are actually two ways to express the idea of pointers with type specifications.
First, we can use a meta operator (typically, we would use the value W. CopProt oPo int er provided in the prototype dictionary) which, at prototype specification time, has zero in its number-of-arguments-field and a prototype annotation attached to the meta operator specifying the type of the data "pointed to". Alternatively, we could use a union prototype operator with one argument (specifying the type of the data "pointed to") at prototype specification time. However, in both cases, an IMP-Uint32 is transmitted at data communication time which can have the value zero (pointer is NULL)or one (pointer is not NULL; or, use the first TypeSpec in the union).
Recursive objects are treated as special cs.ses of structures and unions, hence we have Cop: Proto: :RecStruct :n and Cop: Proto::RecUnion:n.
A recursive pointer is indlcated by its attached prototype tree which must contain a common meta type packet indicating whether the pointer refers to a RecUnion (matched with Cmt :Proto:RecUnion) or a RecStruct (matched with Cmt :Proto:RecStruct). A recursive pointer always points back to the most closely nested recursive structure/union within the prototype tree. This approach admittedly provides only a limited form for recursive nestings, but it is our opinion that it will support the majority of needs, and, in keeping with the KISS principle, we chose not to go immediately to an unrestricted nesting scheme (which would require the introduction of scoping rules and name spaces).
The lest example combines FIP-CopProtoIlecUnion, MP_CopProtoStruct, and recursive type specifications to represent a sparse recursive polynomial (see Figure 7) . Notice how naturally the definition below is described in the prototype between lines 1 and 2.
]Keep It Simple Stupid. The sample data is: user-defined TypeSpecs Users may provide dictionary definitions for types that may appear as the value in meta type packets. An important restriction with user-defined meta types is that the corrs pending arguments must be transmitted aa MP trees whose roots are node packets, i.e., they must be syntactically wTrect MP trees. This restriction stems from the fact that we require MP data to always be parsable on the syntactic level. Only arguments corresponding to the meta types defined in the prototype dictionary may be transmitted= data limbs. User-defined dictionary definitions of meta typm can nevertheless be used to communicate the corresponding data objects more efficiently. Fwst, we can attach annotations to the meta types at prototype specification time, which then apply to all instances of the corresponding node packets at data communication time; and, second, a receiver may use the addlt ionally provided synt attic meta information to parse incoming data more efficiently.
As an example, the HP-?hnnberDict dictionary defines the common meta type values llP. The example in figure 8 shows how this mechanism is used to send an array of rationals. Note that the data is sent using node packets. If a receiver 'knows" what rational numbers are, then it could use pre-compiled routines which read them more efficiently based on the prototype specific= tion in line (1). Furthermore, the receiving application may require that rational numbers be stored internally as normalized numbers. The annotation on line (2) indicates that the data meets this criterion, relieving the receiver of having to check each value. This illustrates another advantage of prototypes: further annotations can be attached to individual nodes of the Prototype Tree, providing the receiver with potentially valuable information and saving the cost of having to attach that information to each node packet in the data. Development of MPT was mainly motivated by the following problem. While the flexibfity to represent an object in a variety of formats eases the implementation of an ap plication's "Put" interface (the sender can choose to "Put" the data in the format which is closest to its internal representation) and is one of the main sources for achieving high efficiency, it complicates the implementation of a receiving applicat ion's "Get" interface. Instead of having to 'understand" just one, well-defined representation of an object, a receiver needs to be able to understand the same object in a variety of representat ions. For example, an integer matrix might be received aa a prototyped sparse or dense matrix, or se an ordinary (unprototyped) sparse or dense matrix in a syntax tree format. Realizing that it is a cumbersome rrequirement that every MP interface needs to understand every possible representation of every relevant object, the MPT library provid~routines which allow an application to underst~d only one representation of an ob~~t. The current MPT library might be considered as a generahzation of the MPP library described in [5] : the data representation used and the supported prototype mechanisms are more general (i.e., not polynomial-specific), and a greater variety of tree manipulating routines are provided (see below).
The main data structure MPT operatea on is an HPT-Tree -a memory representation of an MP tree. An MPT-Tree consists of an MPTJJode and a pointer to llPTArg's. An MPT-Node is a structure storing the properties of a node packet; that is, its type, dictionary tag, number of arguments, value, and all its annotations and their respective values (whk.h are again stored as HPT-Trees). If an ltPT-?Jode haa no attached prototype annotation, then an associated HPTArg is simply a pointer to rmother HPT-Tree. For prototype l@Tl?odes, an MPTArg is a memory representation of a prototyped Data 'lYee. This is realized by a union of all the basic MP types (corresponding to IMP-data limbs) and of appropriate structures storing the arguments of operw tor type specifications (i.e., the arguments corresponding to Struct, Union and meta operator type specifications). Using the Prototype WT-Tree attached to the prototype annotw tion of an HPTXode, the content (i.e., size, and, possibly, structure) of a protot yped l@TArg ia unambiguously determined. BY making a distinction between an MPT-Tree and an it into an HPT-Tree, and various primitive routines for manipulating KPT-Trees (such as transforming all prototyped lIPTArg's into fully typ-specified HPT-Trees, or initializing, copying, deleting, and comparing IiPT-Tree's). Additionally, collections of various domain-specific transformations of dictionary-defined objects are provided as add-on librariea (such as the MPP library, which providee transformations between the diEerent polynomial representations resentation, an application uses MPT to first read the data into an HPT.Tree, which is subsequently manipulated using the appropriate library or external manipulation routines (e.g., all polynomials are transformed into a sparse recursive representation), and finally transformed from an MPT-Tree into the application's internal representation. This is the e~iest approach to implement an MP "Get" interface. Not only can one rely on the various manipulation routines for MPT trees to transform art lfPT-Tree object into a unique represent at ion, but also the transformation from an HPT-Tree into an application's internal representation is simplified by the ability to repeatedly walk through the tree in an arbitrary order (which is impossible if we were to read the data directly born art MP link).
However, for objects which could be read directly from the link into an application's internal representation (i.e., objects whose format is nearly identical to the application's "native" format), the intermediately generated MPT.Tree representation implies an unnecessary loss of efficiency. To avoid this inefficiency without losing the convenience of the straightforward approach, we use the following solution. After 14PT.GetTree ( ) has read an lE'TJJode (which means that all the attached annotations were read = well), but before the arguments of an operator node packet are read, the routine MPT-GetApplData ( ) is called with the FIPT-tlode that was read as an argument. HPT_GetApplDatao is a pointer to a function to be redefined by each application. The intended functionality is as follows. An application checks the type and/or structure of the arguments of the opert or node packets. If they are in a format which is close to the application's "native" format, then the arguments are read in directly, bypassing KPT..Get Tree ( )'s data read routines, and stored as encapsulated opaque data within an MPT_Tree. Otherwise, the data is read in by the "normal" MPT-GetTree() routines and subsequently manipulated and transformed as outlined above. For example, by means of a SINGULAR-specific redefinition of t4PT.GetApplDat ao, our SINGULAR "Get" routines peek at the incoming MP data. If certain trees or parts thereof encode dense distributed polynomial or structures thereof, then such data is read from the MP link directly into Singular, bypassing any intervening routines from MPT. similar strategies in using the MPT library were applied in our implementations of MP interfaces for FACTORYand Mathematical (see [5] for details) and are applied in other MP interface implementations currently under development.
We wish to point out that, b=ed on the MPT library, one is able to implement art MP "Get" interface which is nearly optimal w.r.t.
both efficiency (it can basically be as efficient as socialized "canned" "Get" routines) and simDlicityfconve~ience (as an API programmer, one basically~eeds to implement one set of Get routines and can let the MPT library routines do the rest). In other words, MPT is our answer to the generality versus efficiency problem on the programming level.
Conclusion
Achieving connectivity between mathematical software packages presents many challenges. A protocol which expects to be useful to a broad range of applications that may be connected in a variety of different computing paradigms must be general = well as efficient. Generality allows ap placations to e=ily communicate data with a shared understanding of its syntax and semantics. Diflerent applications have different needs, but efficiency is, of course, always welcome, and in some situations (for example for parallel computations) it is Critical.z Our purpose here has been to attack the syntactic side of this problem: we discussed it on several levels and proposed solutions which evolved from our experiences using MP.
At the lowest level, that of the protocol's primitive data objects (such as numbers), a protocol should support encodings which are widely used and efficient to communicate and parse (avoiding conversions whenever possible).
Further, the protocol should not fix a standard encoding for numeric data, but provide means to dynamically determine the most appropriate data encoding. This way, costly conversions which would otherwise occur can be minimized.
At a higher level, powerful dynamic type specifications, or prototypes, should be provided as a mechanism for expressing structure and type information for commonly used mathematical objects. While our proposed prototypes are relatively simple, they provide great flexibility to model the structure of a collection of homogeneous data items. This approach provides complete syntactic and type information without noticeable loss of efficiency.
Finally, tools should be provided which simplify the interface programmer's task, both conceptually and in terms 'We should point out that MP's "general and efficient" approach is not restricted to the syntactic side of data integration, but is carried over to the semantic side as well. The dictionary principle certainly promotes generality and extensibility, and the integer encoding of common operators and constants permits efficient operations when mapping between application and MP namespecea (especially in relation to string comparisons). of implementation.
(A protocol that is powerful, but difficult to grasp and/or to implement will have a short lifespan. ) We address this problem by providing a flexible and etlicient MP parser library which eases the implementation of MP interfaces. Although these features have not received lavished attention here, their importance should not be underestimated.
Availability
The source for the MP library (version 1. 
